
VISION AND VALUES, STRATEGY AND BUSINESS MODEL

A clear vision for success

Implenia’s outstanding achievements are built on a clearly 
focused vision and strategy, and on a set of values that bind 
every one of the Company’s employees together. Its integrated 
business model allows Implenia to provide all the services 
required along the whole construction value chain.

What we want
The construction industry is going through a time of transformation. Like many other parts 

of the economy, it is being profoundly altered by digitalisation, which is changing the operating 
environment, but also the needs of our stakeholders. In this context, Implenia’s clear vision 
provides the framework for its long-term growth. With innovative solutions and a genuine 
passion for construction, the Group is helping to design and build the Switzerland and Europe 
of tomorrow.

Built on shared values
Implenia’s vision will only be fulfilled if all its employees are pulling in the same direction, 

and they can only do this if their thoughts and actions are informed by a common set of values. 
Implenia has, therefore, formulated a set of principles for itself and its workforce that permeate 
the corporate culture and that are actively and consistently applied every single day, right across 
the Group. This is the foundation of our success.

Strategy looks to the future
Implenia aims to create sustainable value. To do this, the Group follows a clear strategy 

focused on the following priorities:

− Integrated solutions thanks to a “One Company” approach
 As “One Company”, Implenia always emphasises collaboration across its different units. 
The services offered by the Group range from development to general contracting to 
project execution. By combining these capabilities, Implenia unleashes synergies and facili-
tates tailored solutions that benefit customers.
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Implenia plans and builds for life. 
With pleasure. – This slogan 
lies at the heart of what we do 
and sums up who we are: a con-
struction company that develops 
and executes building projects 
with passion. 

Vision

We develop and build the 
Switzerland of tomorrow.

Our mission is to help shape
Switzerland’s future by

developing and implementing
innovative projects.

We shape Europe’s 
infrastructure.

We want to become a leader
in attractive European markets and

be at the forefront of shaping
infrastructure development.

Sustainability is our passion. 

Sustainability is an integral part
of everything  Implenia does. Being a

sustainable company is the only
way we can be fit for the future. We

also assume responsibility for the
environment and society.

We want to be the partner 
of choice for customers and 

employees. 

For our customers, we want to remain
or become their partner of choice.

The same holds true for our
employees. The only way we can give

our customers top performances is
if we are “the place to be” for

our employees. 

 Implenia plans  
and builds for life.  

With pleasure.
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Values

Innovation

Our future depends on 
our ability to keep up with 

the times and move 
forward.

Customer 
orientation

Customer-oriented 
solutions are our priority.

Our values

Awareness of 
opportunities and 

risks

With business constantly on 
our minds, we recognise 
opportunities and risks in 

a timely manner.

Integrity

Integrity lies at the core of 
our actions. 

Transparency

Transparency is the 
principle guiding us in our 

internal and external 
dealings with 
stakeholders. Operational and 

financial excellence

We deliver an outstanding 
operational and financial 

performance. 

Reliability 

We are a reliable partner 
you can count on. 

Sustainability

We take responsibility for 
ourselves as well as for our 
environment and society.
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− Consistently focused on customer and market needs
 Implenia wants its customers to see it as the preferred partner for all construction projects. 
The Group and its experts focus on its customers’ needs and create added value for them. 
In this way, Implenia can grow together with its customers and strengthen its position in 
key markets.

− Preferred partner for employees
 Implenia’s success is its employees’ success. They are the ones that take the company for-
ward. Without them, there would be a standstill. This is why their well-being and devel-
opment are very important to the company. Implenia offers its people opportunities and 
interesting jobs that enable them to keep growing and fulfil their potential.

– Sustainable
 Implenia is aware of its responsibility towards the natural world and society, and it takes 
this responsibility very seriously. Developing sustainable solutions is therefore an integral 
part of its strategy. For detailed information on Implenia’s comprehensive commitment to 
sustainability, please see the “Sustainability” chapter (from page 108), or the 2014 / 2015 
Sustainability Report 2014 / 2015, published in autumn 2016.

– Operational excellence in construction
 Implenia is committed to construction and strives for operational excellence along the 
whole value chain. The Group makes targeted investments in developing lean processes, 
in IT that supports its work, and in innovation. These themes will become even more signif-
icant in the years to come as digitalisation becomes more and more widespread, which  
is why we have dedicated the reportage section of this Annual Report to the subject of  
digitalisation – see from page 64. (Further examples can be found in the “Technical Center” 
chapter from page 82).

− Strong financial performance
 This strategy enables Implenia to achieve an impressive long-term financial performance. 
The Group exploits its full potential, using synergies created by cross-disciplinary collabora-
tion and by the consolidation of central functions in the Corporate Center, IT and Technical 
Center. Last but not least, Implenia’s financial success is also a result of strict cost control.
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Integrated business model

Consultancy Planning Execution

Our services 
Strategic advice
Location, market and target group analysis
Portfolio analysis
Feasibility studies
Strategy development and scenario 
modelling

Our services 
Overall economic perspective
Urban development
Site access
Building design and planning
Permits
Construction planning

Our services 
Organisation and coordination
Project management and  
construction work
Managing targets: costs, quality, 
deadlines, market value
Commissioning / handover

Added value for our customers

—  Optimising the value of existing and new real estate projects and portfolios

—   Customised solutions that focus consistently on our customers’ requirements

—   Reduced number of interfaces

General contracting

Total contracting / Project management

Complete service

Development and design

Consultancy

Execution
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Broad-based structure
Implenia’s organisational structure is based on operational and functional units. The 

operational units focus on their respective core competencies, but work hand in hand with 
each other within the “One Company” model. They are assisted by the Technical Center, 
IT, Human Resources and the centralised Group functions provided by the Corporate Center.

– Operational units
 Implenia’s core business is handled in the operational units: Modernisation & Development, 
Buildings, Infrastructure, Construction German-speaking Switzerland, Construction 
French-speaking Switzerland, Germany & Austria, Norway and Sweden. You can find more 
information from page 40 onwards.

− Corporate Center
 The operational areas are supported by the central services gathered in the Corporate 
Center. These include Corporate Controlling, Business Development, Treasury & Investor 
Relations, Corporate Reporting & Tax, Legal, Marketing / Communications, Insurances and 
Procurement. For more information, see the “Corporate Center” chapter starting on page 77.

− Technical Center
 The Technical Center is Implenia’s “technical conscience”. It covers four areas: HSE & 
Sustainability, Operational Excellence, Technical Risk Management, and Equipment & 
Technology Services. The Technical Center brings together specific technologies such as 
Machinery & Electrical or Formwork, as well as optimising processes, developing inno-
vations and driving sustainability. It obviously works very closely with the operational 
units. For more information, see the “Technical Center” chapter starting on page 82.
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* Member of the Group Executive Board (GEBO)
** Business Unit Head

1  On 3 February 2016, a management committee consisting of 
Anton Affentranger, CEO, Jens Vollmar (management respon-
sibility) and Christian Wick (technical responsibility) took over 
management of Business Unit Buildings. Jens Vollmar took 
over as Business Unit Head in February 2017.

2  In his function as CFO / Head Corporate Center, Beat 
Fellmann’s direct reports include Nicolas Ecoffey (Head of 
Corporate Controlling), German Grüniger (General Counsel) 
and Jens Sasse (Head of Procurement).

Human Resources

 Thomas Foery

IT

 Guido Schmidt

Technical Center

 Jörg Kaiser

CEO

 Anton Affentranger*
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The faces behind the 
Group



From right to left: Anton Affentranger (CEO), Fredrik Björckebaum (CEO Sweden), René Kotacka (Head of Business 
Unit Infrastructure), Beat Fellmann (CFO / Head of Corporate Center), Jens Vollmar (management responsibility for 
Business Unit Buildings), Stefan Roth (Head of Business Unit Germany & Austria), Christoph Gämperle (Head of Business 
Unit Construction German-speaking Switzerland), Stig Ingar Evje (CEO Norway), André Métral (Head of Business Unit 
Construction French-speaking Switzerland), Adrian Wyss (Head of Business Unit Modernisation & Development). 



DEVELOPMENT

Property development in 
Switzerland from initial 
idea through to finished 
construction project.

656,734 (766,829) 186 (196)

Land reserves, m2 Real estate portfolio, CHF m

5,259 (5,030) 50 (49)

Residential units in development Headcount, FTE
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20162015

22.4%

26.2%

0
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37.036.3

33.8%
(–0.3%)

35.2%
(–18.6%)

37.8%
(+5.0%)

4.4%
(+0.7%)

22.6%
(+12.9%)

66.2%
(+0.3%)

Development

Segment has an impressive project portfolio

–  Previous year’s record result exceeded again
–  Growth driven by Greater Zurich and Lake Geneva regions
–  Full project pipeline ensures future earnings

Residential units sold 2016
 (in %)

 ROIC (in %)

EBIT Development
 (in CHF million)

by type
 

  Condominium 
 ownership

  Investment properties

by region

 Zurich
 East
 Middle
 West



DEVELOPMENT

The Development Segment, which includes the Group’s real 
estate project development activities in Switzerland, can look 
back on another successful year. EBIT rose by 1.9% to CHF 37.0 
million, just beating the record level recorded in the previous 
year (2015: CHF 36.3 million). This result confirms Implenia’s 
good positioning in project development in Switzerland.

Large-scale projects ensure future business
The Development Segment put in an impressive performance in 2016, driven by generally 

favourable market conditions and, above all, a strong portfolio of self-developed projects. 
The bulk of development activities was once again concentrated in the key regions of Zurich 
and the “Arc Lémanique” along Lake Geneva. A full project pipeline, featuring numerous large 
sites in western Switzerland (Geneva / Lausanne) and the German-speaking part of the country 
(Winterthur), ensures a healthy future for the segment and creates a major volume of work for 
the downstream units, Implenia Buildings and Modernisation. With a view to future volumes 
and earnings, this year the segment will be expanding its range of development services in the 
direction of service development, co-development and co-investment. 

Key figures Development
2016 2015 Δ

CHF 1,000 CHF 1,000

EBIT 36,983 36,303 1.9%

EBITDA 37,607 36,965 1.7%

Headcount (FTE; as at 31.12.) 50 49 2.0%
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A leader in real estate project  
development
In the Development Segment,  Implenia 
brings together its expertise in project devel-
opment, from initial idea to completed build-
ing. As a partner for private and institutional 
property developers,  Implenia develops and 
realises sustainable property and sites in 
Switzerland, and can utilise its own very solid 
land bank. It concentrates especially on  
housing, health and the ageing population, 
and has a geographically broad project port-
folio with a focus on the strong growth  
regions of Zurich and Lake Geneva.

Development Segment’s share of Group’s operational unit results

0.7%
Headcount, FTE

32.1%
EBIT excl. PPA



DEVELOPMENT

Key projects

Haus Adeline-Favre, Sulzerareal Winterthur
Implenia, working as total contractor for the Department of Health at the Zurich University 

of Applied Sciences (ZHAW), is developing a six-storey training centre on the Sulzerareal site 
in Winterthur. Switzerland’s biggest training facility for occupational therapy, physiotherapy, 
midwifery and nursing is being built in accordance with SIA Energy Efficiency Path 2040 stand-
ards. SISKA Heuberger Holding AG has been brought in as an investor on the CHF 100 million 
project. The new centre will open its doors to students in summer 2020.

Les Rives de la Broye, Payerne 
Implenia is building the sustainable “Les Rives de la Broye” project to help meet demand 

for high-quality housing in the up-and-coming town of Payerne. Developed by Implenia, the 
complex comprises 19 buildings with a total of 390 apartments and around 500 m2 of commer-
cial and retail space, as well as a 220-berth underground car park. The first five buildings, with 
144 rental apartments, will be completed in spring 2017 for the UBS (CH) Léman Residential 
Property Fund “Foncipars”.

Rivus, St. Gallen
The Rivus development will provide attractive, sustainable homes on the site of a former 

Implenia workshop in the city of St. Gallen. The project, which consists of two spacious four-
storey blocks offering a total of 51 condominiums, was developed by Implenia itself. Residents 
should start moving into their new homes, situated close to the local recreation area, in spring 
2019. The Minergie-standard project is an excellent example of how to repurpose a former 
industrial site.
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Haus Adeline-Favre, Sulzerareal Winterthur.



SWITZERLAND

Generalist for construction 
in Switzerland – from new 
buildings to modernisation 
to road construction and 
civil works. 

* Visibility: Order backlog for the current year / planned production output

2,637 (2,648) 59% (64%)

Order book, CHF m Visibility*

2,412 (2,464) 3,757 (3,855)

Production output, CHF m Headcount, FTE
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24.8%
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(+1.1%)

11.6%
(–1.7%)

30.7%
(–0.9%)

11.0%
(+1.8%)

33.1%
(–3.5%)

11.2%
(+1.9%)

Switzerland

Strong performance in Swiss home market

–  Successful year crowned by much greater profit quality
–  Buildings achieves the predicted turnaround
–  Swiss regional business is the Group’s engine room

Production output 2016
 (in %)

 Margin (in %)

EBIT Switzerland
 (in CHF million)

by business segment
 

 Modernisation
  Total and general 

 contracting
 Building construction
 Construction

by region

 Zurich
 East
 Middle
 West



SWITZERLAND

The Switzerland Segment, with its Modernisation and Buildings 
units and its regional business in the German- and French-speaking 
parts of the country, put in an excellent performance during the 
year under review. Revenue remained stable, but EBIT rose by 
45% to CHF 56.3 million (2015: CHF 38.8 million). This marked 
a great improvement in the segment’s profit quality compared 
with the previous year.

Implenia Buildings back on course
The increase in EBIT of around CHF 18 million was driven mainly by the Buildings business. 

Measures initiated to improve operational performance had the desired effect and paved the 
way for the Business Unit’s successful turnaround. Regional business in Switzerland continued 
the strong performance seen in 2015. Capacity utilisation remained particularly high in the 
French-speaking part of Switzerland despite the lack of major projects on the market. Future 
business will be boosted by the renewal programme for main roads and the rail network. 
Regional business in German-speaking Switzerland failed to meet expectations, though the 
region’s potential is very apparent. The gravel and surfacing plants performed very well.

Key figures Switzerland
2016 2015 Δ

CHF 1,000 CHF 1,000

Revenue 2,393,376 2,391,575 0.1%

EBIT 56,334 38,770 45.3%

EBITDA 76,812 60,499 27.0%

Order book (as at 31.12.) 2,637,186 2,648,111 (0.4%)

Production output 2,412,223 2,463,925 (2.1%)

Headcount (FTE; as at 31.12.) 3,757 3,855 (2.5%)
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Modernisation launched in Western Switzerland
Further progress was made on the strategic expansion of the modernisation business 

during the period under review, and the roll-out of the business model into Western Switzerland 
began. Implenia is building a new production facility for wooden construction in Rümlang near 
Zurich, which is due to open in spring 2017.

Order book remains full
Order volumes were maintained around the previous year’s high level at CHF 2,637 million 

(2015: CHF 2,648 million). This full order book creates a solid foundation for good capacity 
utilisation in 2017.

Switzerland Segment’s share of Group’s operational unit results

Generalist builder in Switzerland
The Switzerland Segment includes Implenia’s 
services for modernising residential and 
commercial properties, general and total 
contracting, building construction, road 
building and civil works. The segment also 
includes the surfacing and gravel works in 
Switzerland and wooden construction. Mod-
ernisation brings together the segment’s 
capabilities in conversion and renovation, 
from consultancy to implementation. As a 
general and total contractor, Implenia offers 
comprehensive services from a single source.

64.1%
Production output

54.9%
Headcount, FTE

51.0%
Order book

49.0%
EBIT excl. PPA



SWITZERLAND

Key projects

GATE Oerlikon Consortium, Zurich
Implenia, as part of the GATE Oerlikon Consortium, has expanded Oerlikon railway station 

and increased its capacity. The job, commissioned by Swiss Federal Railways (SBB) and Zurich’s 
Civil Engineering Department, was completed at the end of 2016. This was a complex civil 
engineering project involving the construction of two new platforms, the extension of the 
existing underpasses and the creation of various other structures. The work was done in a tight 
town-centre location as trains continued to run by a team from Business Unit Construction 
German-speaking Switzerland. An excellent example of Implenia’s comprehensive civil engineer-
ing expertise.

Hotel Valsana, Arosa
In the Alpine resort of Arosa, Implenia’s Buildings Business Unit, as general contractor, 

is constructing the new Hotel Valsana for Tschuggen Hotel Group AG. The sustainable hotel 
complex consists of three buildings offering 40 rooms, 9 apartments with hotel service and a 
wellness area, plus 11 owner-occupied apartments, shops and an underground car park. This 
new flagship Swiss hotel will be handed over to the client in November 2017.

RC 719, Huémoz – Ollon – Les Tannes
In Canton Vaud, Implenia is improving the main RC 719 road between Huémoz and 

Les Tannes to make it safer for road users and to cope with the increased volume of traffic. 
The section is in an exposed location vulnerable to landslides. Implenia has been carrying 
out extensive resurfacing work for the cantonal authorities since 2014, as well as building 
retaining walls and widening the road. 

Modernising Parkstrasse 11, Bern
Fundamental Real Estate AG tasked Implenia with the complete refurbishment and exten-

sion of its property at number 11 Parkstrasse in Switzerland’s capital. Refurbishment of the 
38 apartments and the addition of a fifth storey with two apartments have given the building, 
which dates from 1973, an attractive contemporary facelift. Implenia’s Modernisation specialists 
handled the project under a total contractor mandate.
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RC 719, Huémoz – Ollon – Les Tannes.



INFRASTRUCTURE

Large and complex tunnelling 
and foundation engineering 
projects in the home markets 
and beyond.

* Visibility: Order backlog for the current year / planned production output

1,524 (1,603) 74% (82%)

Order book, CHF m Visibility*

516 (508) 1,034 (931)

Production output, CHF m Headcount, FTE
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2016

14.5

17.5*

2015

4.2%
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51.0%
(+6.5%)

Infrastructure

Pleasing performance

–  Good result underlines success of international expansion
–  Gotthard Base Tunnel, the “project of the century”, opens 

after 17 years
–  Successful venture into the French market

*  Bilfinger Construction’s share only consolidated for 10 months (since 02.03.2015)

Production output 2016
 (in %)

 Margin (in %)
 Margin (in %) excl. PPA
 EBIT excl. PPA

EBIT Infrastructure
 (in CHF million)

by business segment
 

 Tunnelling
  Foundation 

 engineering

by region

 Switzerland
 Germany
 Austria
 Norway
 Sweden 
 Others



INFRASTRUCTURE

The Infrastructure Segment’s results for 2016 exceeded expect-
ations. EBIT came to CHF 14.5 million, which is 20.8% higher 
than the prior year’s comparable figure of CHF 12.0 million.*

Tunnelling and foundation engineering perform well
The high point of the year under review was the completion of the epochal Gotthard Base 

Tunnel project and the opening of the tunnel on 1 June 2016. Across the 17 years of construc-
tion, Implenia and its consortium partners built three of the five main sections of the tunnel. 
Tunnelling and foundation engineering projects in Switzerland, Germany and Austria went well, 
contributing to the pleasing results for the year under review. Above all, however, the positive 
performance reflects the fact that the international expansion of infrastructure construction 
activities is delivering tangible results. 

Key figures Infrastructure
2016 2015 Δ

CHF 1,000 CHF 1,000

Revenue 475,558 418,915 13.5%

EBIT excl. PPA1 14,473 17,497 (17.3%)

EBIT 8,340 8,099 3.0%

EBITDA 28,452 31,670 (10.2%)

Order book (as at 31.12.) 1,524,423 1,603,166 (4.9%)

Production output 516,057 507,514 1.7%

Headcount (FTE; as at 31.12.) 1,034 931 11.1%

1  Excluding PPA from Bilfinger Construction
* Bilfinger Construction consolidated over 12 months in previous year rather than 10 months
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Infrastructure Segment’s share of Group’s operational unit results

Specialist for challenging infrastructure 
projects in Europe
The Infrastructure segment focuses on tun-
nel construction and foundation engineering 
in Europe. The segment brings together 
Implenia’s tunnelling, foundation engineer-
ing, large-scale project and design / planning 
capabilities. These services are offered in the 
home markets of Switzerland, Germany, 
Austria, Sweden and Norway. In addition, 
the Global Projects sub-unit bids for large, 
complex infrastructure projects outside our 
home markets and also takes on project 
management.

Major projects in all home markets
Implenia is currently working on major projects in all its home markets. It is building the 

new Bözberg railway tunnel in Switzerland, two of the three tunnel sections at Semmering in 
Austria, and the Albvorland tunnel section of the new railway line from Wendlingen to Ulm 
in Germany. In the Scandinavian market, meanwhile, it is building the Johannelund and Lunda 
tunnels in Sweden. Implenia gained a foothold in the French infrastructure market during 
the year under review by winning the contracts for two sections of the “Grand Paris Express”. 
Together with its consortium partners (Implenia has a 25% share), the Group is building 
tunnels to extend Paris’s regional public transport network.

Order backlog slightly below previous year
Overall order intake in 2016 was satisfactory. At CHF 1,524 million, existing orders are only 

slightly below the previous year’s high level (2015: CHF 1,603 million).

13.7%
Production output

15.1%
Headcount, FTE

29.5%
Order book

12.6%
EBIT excl. PPA



INFRASTRUCTURE

Key projects

U3, Nuremberg
Implenia is adding a westward extension to Nuremberg’s U3 subway line. This complex 

urban infrastructure project includes the Grossreuth bei Schweinau underground station, which 
is being built using cut-and-cover techniques, as well as the creation of two single-track tunnels 
linked to an existing underground station, and the construction of a track switching facility. Lot 
2.1, part of a 9.5 kilometre section of subway with 14 stations, is worth around EUR 43 million.

Galerie Intertubes, Geneva
Following the introduction of new fire protection standards, Implenia is building six new 

escape routes between the two-lane Confignon and Vernier tunnels in the French-speaking 
part of Switzerland. The two tunnels are part of Geneva’s heavily used motorway bypass, so 
the work, carried out for Switzerland’s Federal Roads Office (FEDRO), can only be done at night 
and only in one tunnel at a time. The project will be completed by mid-2018.

Sewer renewal in Breitenrain, Bern
The Implenia-led “Viktoria” consortium was asked by Bern’s Civil Works Department to 

update the waste water system in the district of Breitenrain in Switzerland’s capital. Micro-
tunnelling techniques are being used to install a new 1,200 metre long sewer in seven stages. 
Most of the work is being done underground to minimise the environmental impact.

Alter Wall, Hamburg
Implenia has dug a 19 metre deep construction pit for a five-storey underground garage 

that will lie beneath a newly planned terrace of houses right next to Hamburg City Hall and the 
Alsterfleet river. The location presented a difficult challenge, as the site could only be accessed 
through two 5 x 5 metre openings in a listed facade. The construction pit, which costs around 
EUR 15 million to build, was handed over to the client in spring 2016.
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U3, Nuremberg.



INTERNATIONAL

Regional provider for civil works 
in Germany, Austria, Norway 
and Sweden as well as building 
construction in German-speaking 
countries.

* Visibility: Order backlog for the current year / planned production output

1,006 (879) 69% (57%)

Order book, CHF m Visibility*

678 (713) 2,010 (2,096)

Production output, CHF m Headcount, FTE
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2016
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International

Differing regional performances

–  Business in Norway below expectations
–  Germany, Austria and Sweden produce solid results
–  Order backlog tops billion-franc mark for the first time

*  Bilfinger Construction’s share only consolidated for 10 months (since 02.03.2015)

Production output 2016
 (in %)

 Margin (in %)
 Margin (in %) excl. PPA
 EBIT excl. PPA

by business segment
 

 Infrastructure works
 Tunnelling
 Building construction
  Niches

by region

 Norway
 Germany
 Austria
 Sweden
 Others

EBIT International
 (in CHF million)



INTERNATIONAL

Key figures International
2016 2015 Δ

CHF 1,000 CHF 1,000

Revenue 683,566 708,997 (3.6%)

EBIT excl. PPA1 7,213 15,153 (52.4%)

EBIT 2,053 3,001 (31.6%)

EBITDA 18,242 28,462 (35.9%)

Order book (as at 31.12.) 1,006,204 878,596 14.5%

Production output 677,652 713,198 (5.0%)

Headcount (FTE; as at 31.12.) 2,010 2,096 (4.1%)

1  Excluding PPA from Bilfinger Construction
* Bilfinger Construction consolidated over 12 months in previous year rather than 10 months

The International Segment, with its regional businesses in 
Germany, Austria, Norway and Sweden, generated EBIT 
of CHF 7.2 million in 2016. On a comparable basis, the prior 
year EBIT was CHF 12.1 million.*

Management structure strengthened in Scandinavia
Norway’s performance had a negative impact on results. Following the increase in its 

personnel, the local organisation failed to reach the desired level of efficiency, while several 
projects did not perform satisfactorily. However, the potential of the Norwegian market 
remains strong. Implenia has refocused its marketing work in the country and reinforced the 
local operational management team. Stig Ingar Evje took over as CEO of Implenia Norway 
at the start of November 2016. Implenia is, therefore, confident about its future performance. 
The Swedish business has also been led by its own CEO – Fredrik Björckebaum – since October 
2016. By strengthening management structures in Scandinavia, Implenia is taking better 
account of the local character of the business there.

Regional business in Germany and Austria is going as planned. The gravel works in Mali 
and the Ivory Coast once again performed well and have slightly increased their contribution 
to earnings. 
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International Segment’s share of Group’s operational unit results

Successful order acquisition
The International Segment was successful at winning new contracts in all its markets. 

The order backlog at the end of the 2016 passed the billion mark for the first time, hitting 
CHF 1,006 million (2015: CHF 879 million). This reflects the continuing strong dynamics in the 
individual markets, and Implenia expects a positive performance from the segment as a whole. 

Regionally embedded provider in  
Western Europe
The International Segment includes Implenia’s 
activities in its home markets of Germany, 
Austria, Norway and Sweden, as well as its 
gravel plants in Mali and the Ivory Coast. 
Implenia Germany & Austria is the provider 
for regional customers in German-speaking 
countries outside Switzerland that need 
services for civil works, general civil engi-
neering, maintenance and repair. Since the 
acquisition of Bilfinger Hochbau it is also 
responsible for building construction in the 
region. Implenia Norway and Implenia 
Sweden offer their customers comprehensive 
services for complex infrastructure projects, 
including conventional tunnelling. They also 
provide niche services for road and rail. The 
International Segment’s goal is to further 
expand its market position.

19.5%
Order book

6.3%
EBIT excl. PPA

18.0%
Production output

29.3%
Headcount, FTE



INTERNATIONAL

Key projects

Residential complex, Darnautgasse, Vienna
In October 2016, following approximately 18 months of construction work, Implenia 

handed over the completed residential complex in Darnautgasse to the customer. The complex 
consists of 53 apartments, four subsidised shared flats for all ages and two shared flats for 
young people, plus a parent-child centre. As general contractor, Implenia built the sustainable 
development, which offers around 5,360 m2 of living space, in line with Vienna’s eco-build 
criteria.

Hotel Stadt Lörrach, Lörrach
Implenia, as general contractor, is building a 20-storey hotel and boarding house, together 

with an underground car park and gardens, opposite Lörrach railway station in southwest 
Germany. The 62 metre high building, which will offer around 180 rooms, is being built using 
“climbing formwork”. The hotel, to be handed over to the client in May 2017, will be an impres-
sive addition to Lörrach’s skyline. 

NS14, Stockholm 
In Stockholm, Implenia is building two parallel road bridges, each 500 metres long, together 

with the required ramps and access roads. Work began on this complex inner-city infrastructure 
project in 2013 and is due for completion in March 2017.

K11 Rådal – Nordås – Flyplassvegen, Bergen
In Norway, Implenia was asked to carry out one of the biggest projects commissioned by 

the Norwegian Public Roads Administration (Statens Vegvesen). Project K11, part of the E39 
road link between Stavanger and Bergen, includes the construction of five tunnels totalling 
6.7 kilometres in length and a 1.5 kilometre long water tunnel, as well as link roads, bridges 
and a landfill site that will have to take around 1.5 million m3 of excavated material over the 
course of the work. The project is worth NOK 1.5 billion and will take four years to complete.
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Residential complex, Darnautgasse, Vienna.
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Corporate Center

Central services for the entire Implenia Group are provided 
by the Corporate Center, which focuses firmly on the needs 
of operational units. The Corporate Center contributes to 
value creation at Implenia through efficient processes and 
technical expertise, and by defining common standards.

Implenia brings the following central departments together within the  Corporate 
Center: Corporate Controlling, Corporate Reporting & Tax, Procurement, Legal, 
 Marketing / Communications, Insurances, Treasury & Investor Relations  and Business 
Development. All these departments are actively involved in implementing corporate 
strategy. They provide services to support Implenia’s operational Business Units,  
always striving for effectiveness, efficiency and high quality.



CORPORATE CENTER

Highlights of 2016

Strengthening the “One Company” strategy at all levels
The Corporate Center continued to reinforce cooperation within the company and between 

different business units. New “One Company” projects were given systematic support and 
advice by the central Controlling department. The Procurement department oversaw a further 
concentration of purchasing power and helped forge closer organisational links between the 
Construction and General Contracting businesses. This will ensure that synergies are exploited 
more effectively in future. Celebrations to mark Implenia’s tenth anniversary also helped to 
reinforce the “One Company” philosophy. A group-wide initiative orchestrated by Marketing / 
Communications saw more than half the entire Implenia workforce get involved with social pro-
jects in their respective regions. Over 120,000 francs was raised for more than 30 social institu-
tions in all of Implenia’s home markets, while the corporate culture was strengthened across 
all departments and regions. There was also a focus on completing the long-term  integration 
projects planned following the acquisition of Bilfinger Construction, particularly around the 
internet and intranet. Now this work has been finished successfully, the Corporate Center can 
ensure a uniform brand presence.

Process and service optimisations
Another central task during the year under review was to expand existing processes and 

services, in part by integrating central service functions into the Implenia Management System 
(IMS) 2.0, and by revising the Internal Control System (ICS). This integration and improvement 
of processes allowed Procurement to improve data quality in supplier management and exploit 
synergies through a further harmonisation of regional purchasing services. Corporate Control-
ling’s involvement in IMS 2.0 meant that projects could be supported more closely and managed 
more effectively, thus making them more efficient and impactful.
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Corporate Center organisation

Corporate Center

Business 
Development

Treasury & Investor 
Relations

Legal

Insurances

Marketing /   
Communications

Procurement

Corporate 
Reporting & Tax

Corporate 
Controlling



CORPORATE CENTER

Funding base expanded
In March 2016, Implenia successfully placed a new 10-year bond worth CHF 125  million. 

Some of the proceeds from the issue were used to refinance the CHF 200 million bond – 
 Implenia first – that was issued in 2010. Another highlight of 2016 for the Treasury & Investor 
Relations department was the acquisition of Bilfinger Hochbau at the end of the year.

Code of Conduct
In 2016 the Corporate Center, led by the Legal department, continued to refine the process 

for raising awareness of, and ensuring compliance with, the company’s “Code of Conduct”. 
The e-learning tool introduced in 2015 as an integral component of Implenia’s induction pro-
gramme, was translated into all home market national languages in order to facilitate greater 
penetration throughout the organisation. The ”Code of Conduct” remains one of the most 
important tools for preventing corruption, adhering to anti-trust law and ensuring data protec-
tion within the Group.

“Committed to helping”
Implenia collected more 
than CHF 120,000 for 30 
social institutions as part 
of its tenth anniversary 
celebrations. 
The Rosinchen crèche in 
Wiesbaden received a finan-
cial contribution as well as 
a new wooden play house, 
built by a team of Implenia 
apprentices.
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IT

Bilfinger Construction’s IT systems were integrated in 2016. At the same time, Group IT improved 
the efficacy of strategic core applications in several projects, thus creating an important 
foundation for Group-wide consolidation. Several more major projects crucial to the Group’s 
ongoing evolution are scheduled for 2017, including developing the technical capacity needed 
for digitalisation, and the integration of Bilfinger Hochbau’s IT systems.

Challenges in 2017

Internationalisation
The acquisition of Bilfinger Hochbau will influence many of the Corporate Center’s activi-

ties in 2017. Since practically no head office functions were taken over from Bilfinger, the 
relevant services have to be provided by the existing units. Legal, Treasury & Investor Relations, 
Controlling, Insurances and Marketing / Communications will work with IT and HR to expedite 
the smooth integration of Bilfinger Hochbau into the existing organisational structure. Increas-
ing internationalisation means that central services need to be provided in home markets 
outside Switzerland too. All integration activities are being coordinated and supported by  
the Business Development department.

The Corporate Center is introducing SAP’s Material Management module in 2017. By care-
fully planning and controlling material flows and regularly ascertaining and meeting demands, 
the Group will be able to concentrate materials planning more effectively on market require-
ments. The Corporate Center is also focusing on liquidity management and improving net 
working capital.



TECHNICAL CENTER

Technical Center

The Technical Center brings together and develops Implenia’s 
technical capabilities, optimises processes and continually  
drives sustainability and innovation within the Company. It is 
imperative that the Technical Center, just like the Corporate 
Center, works closely with the operational Business Units.

The Technical Center works with operational units on the ongoing optimisation of 
 processes, and creates added value for the whole Group by virtue of its innovative power and 
continual improvements to Implenia’s technical capabilities. Competences are developed across 
all areas. At the same time, the Technical Center is the engine room for the key strategic issue 
of sustainability, as well as setting the pace for improvements in the area of Health, Safety & En-
vironment. Employees, applied technologies and processes are at the heart of its work. You 
will find detailed information about Health & Safety and Sustainability in the relevant chapters, 
starting on pages 100 and 108 respectively.

Technical Risk Management
The Technical Risk Management team ensures early identification of technical risks and 

works with the operating units to reduce these risks. Following the revision of this process 
in 2015, Implenia successfully introduced a uniform, transparent methodology in 2016, and 
integrated it into the Implenia Management System (IMS 2.0). The aim is to increase the quality 
of the service and thus of the hit rate. Implenia will continue to improve the efficiency of the 
process in 2017, partly through the methodical evaluation of customer feedback, and by using  
a self-developed benchmarking system to identify best practice.
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Equipment & Technology Services
The Equipment & Technology Services (ETS) department brings together the Group’s 

Machinery & Electrical, Formwork and Materials Engineering specialists. The services they offer 
include planning construction site installations, optimising, developing and testing construction 
materials, and maintaining and supplying complex formwork, machinery and equipment 
systems. One of the most important successes in 2016 was the systematic introduction of Lean 
principles to the way workshops are organised. In 2017, ETS is concentrating on the further 
development of services and on cross-business unit management of Group investments and 
planning. ETS is also harmonising processes between its Swiss and international units, starting 
to introduce Baustellenlogistik 2.0 (construction site logistics), and further developing smart 
steel construction.

Technical Center organisation

1 HSE: Health / Safety / Environment

Technical Center

HSE1 & 
Sustainability

Equipment & 
Technology 

Services

Technical Risk 
Management

Operational 
excellence



TECHNICAL CENTER

Operational excellence
Another of the Technical Center’s core tasks is to increase the Group’s operational 

excellence. It does this by integrating systems, processes, expertise and personnel within each 
construction project across all phases – from initial bidding to the moment when the keys 
are handed over. This integrated project management depends on the use of such strategies 
and tools as IMS 2.0, Lean Management, Building Information Modelling (BIM), Implenia’s 
innovation process, quality management and the Group’s digitalisation strategy. The most 
important tools are as follows:

Lean Management
The principles of Lean Construction, developed in 2015, were applied in building con-

struction, infrastructure construction and project development in 2016. In projects where the 
 principles were applied, clear results were seen in the form of shorter, more stable  construction 
times and a significant reduction in defects. These improvements are also having a positive 
 effect on occupational health and safety. Further expertise was developed during the year 
under review through close collaboration with key customers in Switzerland and Germany and 
with important subcontractors.

IMS 2.0
The Group uses Implenia Management System 2.0, IMS 2.0 for short, to ensure professional 

project management. The system was introduced to the buildings and modernisation  business 
in 2015, and in 2016 it was also used for the first time for new infrastructure and project 
development jobs. IMS 2.0 has strengthened cooperation in the project teams, and helps solve 
problems more efficiently. Implenia will continue to develop the platform in 2017 and the  
roll-out to all areas of the Group will continue.
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Implenia Award
In 2016 Implenia presented 
the Implenia Award for 
outstanding undergraduate 
work in Germany for the 
very first time. Sebastian 
Weller of RWTH Aachen 
University was recognised 
in the BIM category for his 
work on augmented reality 
in the construction sector.

Building Information Modelling
Implenia’s digitalisation strategy includes the use of Building Information Modelling (BIM), 

a method that uses 3D models to support decision-making, quality assurance and communi-
cations in construction projects. By adding information on additional dimensions – time 
(4D) and costs (5D) – BIM can cover every aspect of a project. In 2016 the Technical Center 
s tandardised 3D-modelling and 4D simulation, and started using the 5D process in individual 
pilot projects. The Group has used internal training to build up a BIM community of approxi-
mately 100 people, which will help Implenia embed the process even more strongly in the 
operational organisation in 2017. The aim is to introduce a consistent and comprehensive con-
struction process management system, including digital management of execution processes.



EMPLOYEES

Partner of choice for 
employees – succeeding 
together, passionate, 
motivated.

8,239 (8,227)

Employees 10 years of Implenia

83 (74) 80
Apprentices at Implenia Different nationalities
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Employees

Employees at the heart of everything

–  Stable employee numbers
–  Increasing internationalisation and cultural diversity
– Training and development as success factors

Age structure 2016
 

Number of men and women
 (full-time positions)

 < 30 years
 30 – 58 years
 > 58 years

 Women
 Men

0

2,000

4,000

6,000

8,000

2016

7,374

6,531

843

6,850

862

7,712

2015

11%

75%

14%



EMPLOYEES

Implenia firmly believes that first-class employees are vital to 
a company’s sustainable success. As an attractive employer 
it offers exciting roles and projects in a diverse international 
working environment. By providing interesting entry routes, a 
broad range of training and development opportunities, and 
chances for everyone to progress, the Group ensures that all its 
people can fulfil their potential. Because its employees are at  
the heart of everything Implenia does. As the partner of choice 
for existing and future employees, it works hard to enthuse  
its people and waken their passion.

Construction has become steadily more complex in recent years, and the influence of 
technical innovations has transformed the traditional building trade. Mastering the increasing 
challenges requires technical and social skills, convincing leadership, experience, motivation 
and a passion for achieving the exceptional. These qualities depend on a positive working 
environment, which is why Implenia does everything it can to ensure relationships between 
everyone in the Group are based on trust, responsibility, a focus on performance and fairness. 
Flat structures shorten the decision-making paths at Implenia and encourage people to take 
responsibility. Implenia guarantees all of its employees equal treatment regardless of their 
ethnicity, colour, gender, sexual orientation, religion or political views. 
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Attractive employment conditions
Implenia strives to recruit the best workers by following a modern human resources 

policy and offering progressive employment conditions, including transparent, fair and com-
petitive  remuneration. Office-based staff are paid according to their function, knowledge, 
 problem-solving abilities and level of responsibility. For on-site personnel, Implenia complies 
with statutory minimum wage rules (collective bargaining agreements) and grants general  
wage adjustments agreed between the different parties. Implenia also grants individual wage 
increases on the basis of employee appraisal discussions. In addition to their agreed basic salary,  
managers receive a variable salary component tied to the goals they have been set. Employ-
ment regulations and social benefits match the latest standards and in some cases exceed 
statutory requirements. Employees get an extra week’s holiday, and in Switzerland fathers can 
have a week of paid paternity leave, while mothers get 16 weeks of maternity leave.

Full-time employees by country  
of origin 2016

Ratio of on-site employees and 
 office-based employees at end-2016

 On-site
 Office-based staff 

 Switzerland 
 Germany 
 Portugal 
 Norway 
 Italy 

 Austria
 Ivory Coast and Mali 
 France 
 Spain 
 Other 

11.0%

2.4%

4.9%

4.2%

3.5%

3.6%

6.8%

28.7%

14.1%

20.8%

41%

59%



EMPLOYEES

Stable workforce
Implenia’s workforce at the end of the year numbered 8,239 employees. In terms of full-

time equivalents, and including temporary employees, the number came to 7,976. The  employee 
turnover rate across the company in 2016 came to 10.3% (excluding seasonal fluctuations), 
which is 0.6 percentage points lower than in the previous year. Among permanent employees 
there are 6,531 males and 843 females. In Switzerland, the proportion of women rose again 
slightly year-on-year to 11.4% (2015: 11.2%). People from 80 nations work for the Group.

Continuing to develop skills
Implenia’s in-house “Icademy” offers employees the 
opportunity to develop their own individual career path.  
The training measures are tailored to the investment 
person’s area of responsibility and level in the hierarchy 
(pictured: Claudia Jud, an Implenia site manager in 
Switzerland, who has attended various training sessions 
provided by the “Icademy”).

Headcount (FTE)
Office and on-site staff end-2016 end-2015

Development 50 49 

Switzerland 3,757 3,855 

Infrastructure 1,034 931 

International 2,010 2,096 

Miscellaneous / Holding 537 514 

Total employees (FTE, excl. temporary staff) 7,388 7,445 

Temporary staff 588 515 

Total employees (FTE) 7,976 7,960 
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Coordinated training and development programmes
Implenia’s attractive range of training and development courses serve clear objectives: 

to promote internal talent and enable employees to master the challenges of their jobs, thus 
increasing productivity and efficiency. Implenia gives its employees the latitude and opportunity 
to develop and progress within the business over the long term. With its “Icademy” training 
and development concept, the Group has an in-house tool to help advance the structured, 
individual development of employees’ key skills and capabilities. Transparent criteria for promo-
tion, job grading and development enable Implenia to offer training measures suited to each 
employees’ specific area of work and hierarchical level. The in-house development programme 
in Germany and Austria, which has always provided specialist training courses, has now also 
introduced seminars on developing personal, social and management skills. New topics, such as 
lean management, BIM and digitisation, are being added continuously.

Specialist careers – targeted strengthening of skills
Implenia’s “Icademy” offers modules on a variety of subjects, all designed to strengthen 

employees’ technical and other specialist skills – including business basics, employment law, 
claims management and preparing for work. The modules are offered in the form of classroom 
sessions, on-the-job training and certificated courses. Various training courses were held in 
Business Units Construction German-speaking Switzerland and Construction French-speaking 
Switzerland during the year under review. “Icademy” will be rolled out to other Business Units 
this year. In addition to promoting functional and management skills, Implenia is also keen to 
support employees in interdisciplinary and social areas as they go through the different stages 
of their careers. Two new training courses offer employees of 45 and older the opportunity to 
think about how they want to shape the second half of their working lives and how to prepare 
for retirement. Other modules and courses are being developed constantly. 



EMPLOYEES

Developing managers at every level
Good managers are essential to the achievement of business objectives. Collaboration 

within networks is becoming increasingly important, as are communication and cooperation 
skills. Implenia believes that a common understanding of management principles is essential. 
In order to strengthen its managers’ abilities, the Group applies a multi-level management 
training concept focused on strategy, management, leadership, communication and operational 
excellence. 

The “Winning Performance” programme focuses on future leaders and on managers who 
have not been in their role for long, training them in financial management, team leadership, 
communication, and personal and social skills. The Group-wide programme encourages people 
to exchange ideas and experiences, and helps cement the corporate culture. It is being rolled 
out in Norway and Sweden in 2017.

“Winning the Future”, the leadership programme created by Implenia for experienced sen-
ior managers, was run for the second time during the period under review. Participants finished 
the course by presenting their business cases and detailed improvement strategies to the Group 
Executive Board and Board of Directors. The programme has been revised for the third edition 
of the course starting in 2017: the Leadership, Customer Orientation, Operational Excellence 
and Finance modules will feature even more discussion of each other’s experiences and of real, 
full-spectrum business cases. The resulting insights will generate discernible added value for 
management and the whole organisation.
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Uncovering and recruiting talent
Implenia’s talent management strategy allows the Group to offer attractive entry oppor-

tunities to talented people and actively support their career development. Working closely with 
HR officers, line managers identify development potential in their staff, and give individuals  
the right opportunities to help them deal with future challenges. Implenia’s talent management 
process also determines the selection of participants for the management development pro-
gramme (see previous section).

Demand for specialists is increasingly outstripping supply, so as well as developing in-
house talent, Implenia needs to recruit from the outside. Its twelve-month trainee programme 
offers graduates an attractive opportunity to enter the world of work and start a career in an 
administrative or technical role. The programme consists of a variety of practical and theoretical 
modules that give a comprehensive insight into different areas of the business. Within the 
university sector, Implenia makes an annual financial contribution to the ETH Zurich’s Excellence 
Scholarship & Opportunity Programme, which aims to improve training for the outstanding 
young talent that the Swiss economy needs.

Various targeted employer branding events were held during the year under review in 
order to increase awareness of Implenia in Germany and Austria, and to recruit young talent. 
Around 20 students from all over Germany qualified for Implenia’s first “In-house Day” in 
Berlin.  Participants visited the U5 subway construction site and worked through technical and 
administrative case studies to give them a closer insight into Implenia and its activities. During 
the nationwide “Industry Week”, Implenia’s HR team informed groups of school and university 
students about the various employment and training opportunities offered by the Company. 
University marketing efforts in Berlin also included the inaugural Implenia Award for outstand-
ing bachelor work in five different categories. 
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Committed to new talent 
Training young adults is one of the social responsibilities incumbent on all employers. 

Implenia happens to believe that investing in young talent also helps it achieve its corporate 
objectives and combat the shortage of skilled workers. The dual vocational training systems used 
in Switzerland, Germany and Austria are central to the successful education of young people. 
Implenia wants to position itself as a benchmark for promoting young talent in the construction 
industry so it can increase the number of young people it recruits. It arranges regular apprentice 
projects to help promote social awareness, independent working and team building. The first 
“social project week” was held in the Upper Valais in 2016. A team of around 50 third-year 
apprentices helped out with maintenance work on the Furka steam train line. In 2017, during 
the second social project week, approximately 60 apprentices will be working on expanding the 
network of hiking trails in the Haslital region of the Berner Oberland. In Germany, apprentices 
will be working on various projects, including the refurbishment of a schoolyard as part of the 
“Wiesbaden engagiert!” community action week.

During the period under review, a total of 263 apprentices were employed by Implenia in  
on-site or office-based roles. 83 apprentices completed their training at Implenia over the  
summer. Almost two-thirds of the successful apprentices have been given jobs at the  company.

Strengthening social 
skills
Implenia uses regular 
apprentice projects  
to strengthen the specific  
skills and social awareness 
of its young professionals. 
Around 50 apprentices 
 worked on maintaining  
the Furka steam mountain 
railway in Canton Valais 
 during the first social pro-
ject week in 2016.
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Shaping a vision for the future
Implenia set up the “Young Generation” initiative in 2015 to address issues relating to the 

future of work, society and business. Young employees from every Implenia region and country 
debate topics that have a significant influence on the Company. There is a particular focus on 
innovation and technology, but trends such as sustainability and the way digitalisation is chang-
ing career paths are also discussed. Participants are in regular contact with top management.

Implenia apprentices finishing
2016 2015

Apprentices 
finishing

Offered  
work

Apprentices  
finishing

Offered  
work

Corporate Center 8 7 8 3 

Development 0 0 0 0 

Switzerland 59 34 56 42 

Infrastructure 1 0 5 3 

International 15 8 5 3 

Total 83 49 74 51 

Total of young people doing 
 apprenticeships at Implenia 263 ca. 280



EMPLOYEES

Promoting dialogue – communicating openly
The working climate at Implenia is characterised by an open, dialogue-oriented communi-

cations culture. The Group pursues a policy of prompt, target-group-oriented and transparent 
communication towards its employees. The CEO regularly sends a personal “CEO Letter” to 
employees, in which he talks about the current state of Implenia’s business, specific projects, 
corporate culture, general economic conditions and prospects for the future. One of the central 
internal communication tools is “Impact” the employee magazine, which is posted to all em-
ployees twice a year. The magazine, which is published in four languages, provides information 
and interesting stories on a wide variety of topics and from all areas of the company. In 2016 
Implenia introduced a new newsletter concept focused on information from the various depart-
ments, as well as an internal social network. Employees can find all the relevant information 
and documents on the Company’s intranet. This includes quarterly reports on the decisions 
taken by the Group Executive Board, and the latest Implenia stories under the “One company, 
many stories” heading. Implenia also stages information events on a variety of themes and 
promotes dialogue and team-building through social events and in-person discussions with the 
management team.

People who find themselves in difficult situations have an even greater need for informa-
tion and support. Employees who have suffered from accidents or illness are given the support 
they need by the internal occupational health management team and social security office. 
Medical professionals and social insurance specialists offer personal help, as well as assistance 
with administrative matters. Preventative work and health promotion are also part of their re-
mit. In 2016 the team ran a voluntary vaccination programme for all employees, and organised 
courses on stopping smoking, workplace ergonomics, coping with stress, healthy eating and 
exercise.
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Clear guidelines
If the company is to develop sustainably, the relevant laws must be obeyed and clear 

guidelines must be established for business practice and collaboration. The “Code of Con-
duct”, revised and relaunched in 2016, sets out Implenia’s principles as a responsible company, 
and stipulates how employees should relate to each other, to business partners and to the 
 authorities. The Code forms an integral component of employment contracts and is binding on  
all staff. An interactive e-learning program, available in all the Company languages, is used  
to impart the main principles and legal requirements in an easily comprehensible way. All new 
employees are obliged to work through the e-learning modules and pass a final test as part  
of their induction into Implenia. The aim is to ensure that all employees know the rules con-
tained in the ”Code of Conduct”, and that they apply them in their day-to-day working lives.

Greater involvement
Implenia strengthened its commitment to the Schweizeri-
scher Baumeisterverband (SBV, Swiss Builders Association)  
in 2016. As the largest nationwide construction firm it 
wants to play an active role in the industry body. Hanspeter 
 Stadelmann (pictured), Head of Central Services for Infra-
structure, was elected as a new member of the SBV’s 
 Central Board, where he will represent Implenia as well  
as working to strengthen social partnerships and develop  
the SBV and the construction industry as a whole.
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10 years of Implenia – all pulling together

Small gestures with a big impact
Implenia celebrated its tenth anniversary in 2016. The Group was created in 2006 from 

the merger between the two Swiss companies Zschokke and Batigroup. During the anniversary 
year, Implenia launched a campaign under the slogan “Von Herzen engagiert” (“Committed to 
helping”), which sought to make an active contribution to the lives of the less fortunate. Thirty 
anniversary locations evaluated a large number of social projects and selected one each for 
Implenia to support. A seed set was sent to every employee with the call for them to grow their 
own daisies and then take a picture of themselves with their very own real-life Implenia logo. 
The plan was for Implenia to donate 20 francs to the selected projects for every photo submit-
ted, plus an extra sum for team achievement.

Creative snapshots for a good cause
With a flood of creative ideas and 4,238 daisy photos, employees in the five home mar-

kets raised a total of approximately CHF 120,000 for 30 different social projects. The projects 
 Implenia supported included among others a programme for integrating young adults with 
special needs into the labour market, games therapy at the Titlisblick children’s home, an 
awareness raising programme against discrimination at school, new rooms for a young person’s 
hospice in central Germany, a club for the able siblings of chronically ill and disabled children in 
Nuremberg, a holiday programme for financially disadvantaged families in Norway, or a helpline 
for children in Sweden.

Society first
A good number of locations secured the extra team award of an additional 1,000 francs 

for their project in recognition of 100% participation. A staff party was then held at each lo-
cation in October. An Implenia birthday cake was served and the collected money was handed 
over to the social institutions. It was a great campaign that put helping society at the forefront.
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Implenia’s apprentices joined in wholeheartedly with the anniversary campaign.



HEALTH & SAFETY

The health and safety of our 
employees lies at the heart of 
our day-to-day work.

77 (88) 4.4% (4.4%)

Number of accidents per 1,000 full-time 
positions

Absence rate

548 (539) 20% (21%)

Number of employees absent  
> 30 days (Switzerland)

Percentage of absences due to 
 occupational accidents
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Health & Safety

Further steps toward a safe working environment

–  Accident numbers have been reduced once more
–  International knowledge sharing brings further 

improvements
–  Not yet where we want to be

Non-occupational accidents
 (incidents per 1,000 full-time posts (FTE); basis: All units 
in Switzerland; as at 31.12.2016, excl. relapses)

Occupational accidents
 (incidents per 1,000 full-time posts (FTE))
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HEALTH & SAFETY

Recognise risks, prevent accidents – that’s the mantra at 
 Implenia. Construction work inevitably brings risks, which is  
why Implenia makes health and safety its highest priority.  
Intensive training, communication and regular on-site  
safety inspections help to reduce the number of accidents.  
Implenia’s message is unequivocal: safety comes first.

Accidents on construction sites are preventable, and that is precisely Implenia’s goal: the 
Group wants to reduce accident figures still further and has defined clear targets for doing so. 
Compliance with safety regulations is embedded in Implenia’s “Code of Conduct”. Since 2014, 
health and safety has been a fixed item on the agenda of every meeting of the Group Executive 
Board, which receives the latest accident figures every week – another indication of how high 
Implenia puts employee health and safety on its list of priorities.

Clear processes increase safety
Implenia regularly carries out a wide variety of programmes and campaigns in all the 

 countries it works in to increase awareness and inculcate a safety culture. Implenia’s health  
and safety processes, an essential part of Implenia Management System 2.0, lie at the  
heart of all this.

The Group’s first international, cross-business unit Health, Safety & Environment / Sustain-
ability (HSE / SUS) conference took place during the year under review. This was in addition to 
the regular HSE workshops that are held centrally and in the individual business units, and the 
monthly meetings of the Swiss business units’ central Health & Safety Steering Committee.  
A regular exchange of information within the Group-wide Health & Safety organisation helps 
identify new areas of activity and potential for improvements. One of the main aims of  
these measures is to reduce accident figures across the whole Group to the low level achieved 
by  Implenia’s Scandinavian units. 

Implenia has defined clear objectives for 2017: accident figures and downtimes should be 
cut by 10%. In order to achieve this goal, the Group will evaluate the accidents that do occur 
more fully. In future, a thorough analysis will be carried out each time an Implenia employee 
has an accident, and there will be a documented meeting with the relevant line manager. In 
addition, managers will undertake regular on-site safety inspections. 
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H&S team strengthened
The introduction of twin heads in 2015 has given Implenia a strong management team  

that ensures and promotes knowledge sharing across all businesses and countries. In 2016 
Implenia laid the foundations for uniform HSE reporting and the merging of data from different 
systems. 

HSE standards were improved on the basis of existing processes, and a behavioural occu-
pational safety programme was introduced (more on “Safety counts!” see below).

Safety Officers (SOs) play a key role in ensuring that a safety culture is embedded in the 
Business Units. SOs spend most of their working hours on construction sites, helping line 
managers implement safety processes. Central recording and evaluation of accidents is also very 
important, because this enables Implenia to identify where health and safety work needs to  
be optimised, and to initiate appropriate prevention measures. In 2016, SOs were given specific 
training in hazardous goods and environmental issues. They then passed on the knowledge 
they had acquired to workers on every site as part of the “15 Minute Safety” training session. 
Further workshops on specialist subjects are planned for SOs in 2017.

Safety is a management issue
Safety is a management responsibility, which is precisely where the internal “Safety 

counts!” programme comes in. Implenia started this programme in 2016 and runs it in all of 
the Business Units. Its aim is to improve the safety culture in the Group through a targeted, 
top-down approach. “Safety counts!” is a behavioural programme that focuses on managers’ 
function as role models, as well as on communication and a transparent, positive culture 
of dealing with mistakes. Objectives and actions are defined jointly, thus contributing to a 
conscious and positive safety culture.

13%

Tools and equipment

23%

Manual load handling

32%

Slips and trips

11%

Eye injuries

21%

Other

Accidents by type 2016
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“Scratch Card”, a programme aimed at incentivising compliance with health and  safety 
rules, was introduced to provide further support at employee level. This scheme rewards 
 construction site workers for setting an example and for working in accordance with safety 
guidelines.

Within the monthly “15 Minutes Safety” training sessions held in 2016, training in “Suva’s 
life-saving rules” was intensified and implemented consistently at all Swiss construction sites. 
The issue of criminal liability was also addressed. The first courses took place in 2016, and more 
will follow in 2017. New protective equipment that meets the new EN 20-471 standard was also 
introduced throughout the Group during the year under review. SOs are required to pay more 
attention to the use of the proper protective equipment on construction sites. Protective equip-
ment remains an important topic in various training courses. 

Emergency planning and first aid training
If, despite all the precautions, an emergency still occurs, a fast response is essential. 

 Implenia has laid down the procedure for emergencies in great detail – from initial notification 
through to the formation of a local task force. Emergency planning was further optimised in 
2016. Legal issues and the upward trend in liability cases means that on-the-spot action needs 
to be taken even more quickly and decisively. Emergency plans are available to all employees 
and are the subject of regular training. 

Emergency
Practice makes perfect: Im-
plenia conducts regular ex-
ercises and training courses 
on health and safety on 
construction sites. 
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To ensure that first aid can be provided to accident victims quickly, Implenia brought in the 
Swiss Institute of Emergency Medicine to carry out first aid (BLS-AED-SRC) and rescuer train-
ing courses for employees during the year under review. Employees were also familiarised with 
emergency medical measures as part of the “safety parcours” training held directly on site.

Clear guidelines for subcontractors
Implenia’s health and safety principles and standards also apply to subcontractors and 

suppliers. Since 2016, every works contract has included the “HSE specification for subcon-
tractors”, which details the relevant requirements. These include the obligation for each sub-
contractor to carry out a risk analysis before starting work. Subcontractors must designate 
a person who is responsible for health and safety and who is available on site at all times. 
Subcontractors’ employees, temporary staff and suppliers must also complete training in the 
content of Implenia’s “Code of Conduct”. In this way, Implenia ensures that its health and safety 
rules are obeyed at all sites.

Accident figures fall
It is pleasing to report that the numerous health and safety initiatives and emergency 

measures had a demonstrable effect in 2016. The overall number of accidents per 1,000 full-
time employees across the Group went down 10%, from 86 to 77. 

This positive trend makes us all the more determined to continue our work on health and 
safety. The goal is to reduce accident figures still further and ensure that operational health 
management is systematically embedded.

Non-occupational accidents remained stable, rising just 1% on the previous year. Most of 
these accidents occurred when playing ball sports, on the roads or as a result of slips and trips 
in the home and garden. The split between absences due to accidents at work and those due  
to non-work-related accidents was virtually the same as in 2015. Roughly 64% of total  absences 
were the result of illness, with another 20% down to accidents at work and 16% caused by 
non-work-related accidents. 

The in-house Occupational Health Management team is in charge of supporting employees 
who have suffered accidents or illness, and helping them reintegrate into the work environ-
ment. The team handled around 548 cases in 2016. Of these, 122 employees are under exami-
nation or in therapy, while the remaining 426 have been able to return to work.
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The Implenia Health & Safety Award 

2014: Life saving
With its annual Health & Safety Award, Implenia celebrates outstanding achievements in 

the field of health and safety at work by a construction site, team or individual. The award  
aims to strengthen people’s motivation and interest in the subject and increase their sense of 
responsibility. Winners are chosen by all Implenia employees from a shortlist. Implenia gave 
the award for the first time at its 2015 management conference. The winner of the 2014 
Health & Safety Award was Antonio Barbagallo, a foreman at the “La Petite Prairie” construc-
tion site in Nyon. Noticing that a colleague was showing signs of suffering a heart attack,  
he provided immediate first aid and saved his life.

2015: Warming up for the day
The winner of the 2015 Health & Safety Award was Beat Klaus. A foreman at the 

 Killwangen construction site, he was given the Golden Helmet award for his “Energy and 
mobility exercises” project. Thanks to the warm-up exercises he introduced at the start  
of the working day, accident and downtime figures were cut significantly. The communal 
exercises also strengthened team spirit.

2016: Training that saves lives
The 2016 Health & Safety Award went to the construction site team led by Jorge Monteiro  

in Geneva. Quick action by workers at Implenia’s “TPG” construction site saved a colleague’s 
life in 2016. Their exemplary conduct can be attributed in part to Implenia’s regular first  
aid training, which teaches employees basic techniques for providing emergency assistance.  
The Special Award went to Bjarne Brendstuen. His commitment has helped reduce  
accident figures in Norway by approximately 45 percent.
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Prizewinning: Bjarne Brendstuen, Jorge Monteiro and Hans-Juergen Bognar at this year’s award (l. to r.). 



SUSTAINABILITY

Every day we all try to live up 
to our responsibility to the 
environment and to society.

> 400
Sustainability Report published in 
accordance with “GRI G4” for the first time

Environmental trainings within three 
different campaigns

91% (93%)

Customer satisfaction 43 building construction projects qualify 
for sustainability labels
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Sustainability

Further significant progress

– New Sustainability Report published
– Further reduction in CO2 emissions
– Active participation in development of Swiss-wide  

“SNBS” sustainable construction standard

Implenia’s use of wood
 (Implenia Wooden Construction’s revenue in CHF m)

* Forecast

Solar power produced on 
Implenia rooftops 
 (kWh)

 Surfacing plant in Ecublens (VD)
 Claie-aux-Moines gravel works in Savigny (VD)
 Implenia’s workshop in Echadens (VD)
 Implenia’s Vétroz workshop in the Valais (VS)
 Implenia’s Bois-de-Bay workshop in Satigny (GE)
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SUSTAINABILITY

Implenia continued to pursue its sustainability agenda vigorously 
in 2016. This chapter focuses on a few main points that reflect 
Implenia’s determination to live up to its responsibilities. For  
a full and systematic portrayal of the Group’s achievements and 
its goals for the future, please refer to the third Sustainability 
Report, which was published in August 2016 and covers the 
2014 / 2015 period.

The construction industry has a disproportionately large environmental and social impact. 
Even though it only employees about 7 percent of the Swiss workforce and contributes 5 per-
cent to overall economic value creation, it accounts for 30 percent of domestic greenhouse gas 
emissions, 40 percent of the country’s energy consumption and half the waste. Consequently, 
the construction sector has a huge responsibility to act sustainably. As Switzerland’s leading 
construction company, Implenia takes this responsibility seriously.

Five priorities for sustainability
Megatrends like mobility, the transition to alternative energy sources, urban sprawl and 

resource shortages, demand sustainable responses. Back in 2009, therefore, Implenia launched 
its sustainability initiative, which identified five priorities.

Attractive working environment
Implenia has stepped up its commitment to education and research. At the beginning of 

2016, it signed up to a strategic partnership on innovative and industrial construction with the 
ETH Zurich. New research findings will feed directly into concrete process optimisations along 
the entire value chain of a construction project. At the heart of the agreements is the financial 
support Implenia is providing for an assistant professorship at the Institute for Construction 
and Infrastructure Management, part of the Department of Civil, Environmental and Geomatic 
Engineering. Implenia is supporting this chair for six years with a total ring-fenced contribution 
of CHF 2.4 million. The academics who benefit from the funding will have complete freedom  
in their research, teaching and publications.
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Implenia wants to be an attractive employer and works hard to protect the health of its 
employees and ensure their safety. Investment in health and safety at work has been increased 
still further in recent years, and the number of occupational accidents has been reduced 
substantially – from 86 per 1,000 full-time positions to 77. The aim is to cut the number of 
occupational accidents to below 75 by 2017.

Sustainable products and services
Implenia applies strict sustainability criteria when executing construction jobs, and in 

particular when developing its own projects. It also demands that its suppliers act sustainably, 
and in 2015 / 2016 it professionalised its supplier management process accordingly. Another 
area of focus has been active collaboration on the Swiss-wide “SNBS” sustainable construction 
standard. Customer satisfaction has remained pleasingly stable: 9 out of 10 clients are satisfied 
and would recommend Implenia to others.

Implenia’s target for 2016 / 2017 is to roll out its sustainability strategy to international 
locations, and to base the projects it develops itself on the SNBS standard. The Group 
uses sustainability criteria to audit its main suppliers, and defines and implements binding 
sustainability criteria for civil engineering and infrastructure projects. 

Partnership
Implenia is helping the  
ETH Zurich to develop 
further expertise in 
construction and civil 
engineering: Prof. Dr.  
Lino Guzzella, President  
of the ETH Zurich, and 
Implenia’s CEO Anton 
Affentranger after  
the signing ceremony.
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Respect for the environment
Implenia has set itself ambitious environmental targets. The company is particularly keen 

to increase its energy efficiency and in so doing cut its CO2 emissions and consumption of 
resources. In the last two years, CO2 emissions have been cut by more than 8 percent in absolute 
terms, and by 1.2 percent relative to revenue. This reduction is in part thanks to environmental 
protection measures such as the refurbishment of the Ecublens surfacing plant, the installation 
of photovoltaic systems at workshops in western Switzerland, and the use of low-emission 
concrete in the construction of the Nant de Drance pumped storage power plant in the Valais.

Implenia Switzerland aims to cut its CO2 emissions relative to revenue by even more in 2017 
in order to achieve the targeted 5 percent reduction compared to 2015. This will require the 
company to use more hydroelectricity. All non-renewable energy consumption and flight-related 
emissions are compensated through off-set schemes. Implenia has a standardised environmen-
tal strategy for its construction sites. Its international units will also record their CO2  emissions 
in future, and use the findings to develop their own operational reduction measures.

The gateway to Zurich 
North
Implenia is building the 
 Andreasturm in Oerlikon for 
Swiss Federal Railways 
(SBB). The tower block has 
been awarded the “DGNB 
Platinum” certificate and  
is a pilot project for appli-
cation of Implenia’s “Envi-
ronmental Concept for 
 Construction Sites”.
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Social commitment and compliance
Implenia’s “Code of Conduct” provides binding guidelines that cover all of the Group’s ac-

tivities. The Code sets out principles for dealing with customers, business partners and employ-
ees. The Group also reviewed its sustainability priorities with the help of external stakeholders. 
As part of its social programme, Implenia worked with sheltered workshops, and sponsored 
 cultural and sporting events. The 2014 / 2015 Sustainability Report was produced for the first 
time in  accordance with the latest Global Reporting Initiative guidelines (GRI G4 content).

In 2017, Implenia aims to introduce a Group-wide compliance management system and 
set up a Compliance Committee to undertake systematic risk assessments. Regular dialogue 
with political, business and social bodies will be continued in Switzerland and established in the 
newer markets.

Financial excellence
Implenia aims to create sustainable financial value through its business activities. The 

Group continually focuses its structures and processes on market requirements. It maintains  
its entrepreneurial freedom by striking a healthy balance between opportunity and risk.  
The “One Company” model facilitates effective Group-wide cooperation and brings together 
the  business’s wide range of capabilities.

Turning to the “Financial Excellence” priority, in 2016 / 2017 Implenia is establishing and 
 harmonising financial management processes and tools across the Group. It is also focusing  
on improving results, increasing customer satisfaction, bringing greater transparency to  
large-scale projects, and strengthening its internal control system (ICS).
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Sustainability Reports

2010 / 2011
The Group made sustainability part of its strategy and defined its five priorities in 2009. 

Implenia’s first Sustainability Report appeared two years later. This first report set out the goals 
that Implenia had formulated for each priority and established the future direction of travel.

2012 / 2013
In its 2012 / 2013 Sustainability Report, Implenia was able to describe the initial progress 

it had made in all five priority areas. These included: the launch of account management, 
consistent application of the Group’s own “GeNaB” sustainability assessment tool, the first 
Group-wide management programme “Winning the Future”, implementation of a data 
collection and analysis tool for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, the introduction of an 
e-learning tool for the “Code of Conduct“, and the establishment of a risk management 
organisation. 

2014 / 2015
The most recent Sustainability Report shows the concrete results achieved in all five of the 

priority areas. Implenia will continue to push the sustainability initiative as a central component 
of its strategy, and will continue to take its responsibility to the environment and society very 
seriously.
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http://sustainability.implenia.com




